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INSPECTION REPORT

Date of Inspection: Sep 12, 2023 Inspection Result: FAILED

Permit Number: PRFUP20231157

Property Address: 115 2ND ST SE, PUYALLUP, WA 98372; 

Contractor: COMCAST - SEFNCO 410 VALLEY AVE #101 NW   PUYALLUP, WA  99999

To construct: JB0001481240 Comcast proposes to de/relash aerial fiber 162 lf; 

overlash aerial fiber 450 lf; and also riser down and proof an pull fiber 

through existing conduit 195 lf

On this day we have inspected your construction for Job Start Inspection and we find the following 

result of the inspection.  If there are any questions, please contact the inspector below.

Comments: SEFNCO requested a job start for today through a voicemail message on the Inspectors' 

message line. Per prior phone conversation, they were allowed to work inside the construction 

restriction zone only on Tuesdays during the Washington State Fair since it is closed that day. When I 

arrived this morning, Washington Traffic Control had set up just east of the intersection of Meridian 

on E. Pioneer and had pushed eastbound traffic into the center lane with a UPO onsite. This was TCP 

sheet 3 of 3 which was conditioned for night work in the approved permit packet issued to Comcast / 

SEFNCO, and only Sheet 1 allowed work during the day. Traffic was backed up through the 

intersection of E. Pioneer and 3rd ST, and neither the flaggers nor the foreman had the complete and 

approved permit packet onsite - only partial TCPs that had no stamps or conditions. The crew was 

asked to pack up and get off the road before 10 am. SEFNCO will need to schedule night work for this 

portion as well as TCP Sheet 2, and the crew must have the full approved permit packet onsite, 

scheduled through the online portal.

Corrections:

Sincerely,
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Cheryl Trimble

Engineer Tech II

CTrimble@PuyallupWA.gov

(253) 841-5464




